



































































































































How dowe define formaouaurfaces
hey Rina surface not wear atheuinum

surface and Aia anathes for R

If there was a 1 four four then

for each inverse chart 4h there would

R be a l fountain
on VL twice

let 0 i

4ft.ae Yo
Yes it would be the

41 unethat

H ee.ie HEH but

Gaoks tapHEED so

4np 4aCoD if oz

ftp.fff Op
wherethis walrus
sense






































































































































If we wanted to do something with this lform
like integrate over a short path then we

could integrate in a coordinate client






































































































































Theelwiceoftheaoordinatechartworld
nutwdrea difference since the'idiange of

fo 4Ia P
variables formula

un ups tellowaltat

Pan Tae SYED'S pAs

my finalM 4
Vr 9 V or striathgintermoof
Haff B O_00in

Cory Joe Joan
P Haff
since fp 4EptoM

Inotturwondeacooned
dealwitho indirectlyjustusing the formats
and the result will be independentof the
particular choices wearable
We can now reverse this logic and say
that a founouR is a collection of
forms Is whickaatisfytheconsistenay
condition that op taped where this






































































































































makes sense or Op It a

Now say that we have a Reina
airfare R so that the change of variable

mop Yap are holomorphic In this

we say that u completed t forma
is naeronroupli if each 02 can be

written as facade where fr is a

meromorphicfunction on Va net

In this cause Yip f Hdz face Mff dz
so the result of pulling barbra
meromorphic form 0 is automatically
a meromorphic form sincedtff.ie
holomorphic In other words if
a form is locally meromorphic in one

about it will be locallymeromorphic
in any other chart






































































































































Aueromorptiveforum au Clos

O
fo t E
flora Heald D off

t de D

Indy
2 tw
dz twadw

Note 1poleoforder

O
t E

Her fEf
1 EE dew

bite poleoforder at
0 and order1 at a






































































































































We
say that a meromorphic l four is

holomorphic if it has no poles

Cutethat twopuperty is independendent
of the systemof robustaused

Example Riemannsurfaces comingfrom
varieties definedby polynomial equations
in CT

In the discussionofhyper elliptic w PA

surfaces did not finishbuilding the
altars Yp z Cz gal

Wr Rn UP ElzGED giDEDu3

toe

Checkthat the overlap 4
functionsare holomorphic Rr Uq new w hi DT Dz

4qCW hCw w

carefullyconstructed thefunctions g but
I did not construct the h






































































































































I gave an integralformulaforg which

was helpful in understanding the globe
to topology of R If we justwant to
provethe existenceof g we can write

get OPE celine f is a choice of a

square root Thus a ft GED ftp.fzs
E w

where we pled

These charts cover all of R except
the pointe Cti o where PGD o

Assumption The routeof Pure simple

When Plato we hunettut P'G to since
theroots are simple This implies that

Pislocally invertible wepay






































































































































set h D'w DzbeF Three Paras w for wed
w2Pfz 7 Kw

Claim Rn LD'tD hw w web hair
few

quotethat P pChart w

Def We
say that a map frame b toe

ceca fetus edu

i holomorphic if each coordinate function
is holomorphic We

say a waspfrom
a Riemann surfacef Rtve is bolomorfolie

if in each coordinate chart
f ez

Lola

µ
took iabalomorphic






































































































































This altar gives a Reimannsurface
structure which is compatible with the

complex structure on CT In that

the inclusion R E is holomorphic






































































































































Connectionbetweenellipticintegrals and ellipticsurfaces

Consider Jdf or f ajmfmagµI 22 WEL E
w FE

When deg P 2 the anti derivative
can be computed in terms of ruierse

twig functions When DeyP 3 of
these integrals arise in connection

with computing the arclength of
an ellipse hence the nature elliptic
integral

but completely well defined since it has
two branches Becomes well definedafter we
choose a brunch Branch issues are






































































































































exactly what Reimann surfacesdeal with

let w if then the integralbecomes

f dew where wisstill not well defined
aw Write wh c E then

z We can restrict the
function w to
R Czw WH E

We can consider the cfound restricted

to R If we choose a bunch of r then
we get a coordinate charty za Cz Ee

and Y 4 is

t.EE is

q dz dfw du de Eaudu

u tha 9wk

q fdztgdw fledged4 dff.dz
tgtezcaiewcwl.DE du






































































































































Iet it tn be the complex coordinate
functions on Q2 I Iz w t TIZ w W

Jet dz dit and low ditz

We definemeromorphic c found an Q2 to
be complex valued c forms that can

be written as

fCz w d z t ga w dw

where f g are meromorphic

9 th ch 9cal then 414

9 fdttgduf

wn.it I






































































































































ti

z
dz d z

fo user E IT D 04
q dz dCho9 D 9 dudk deed

DChoy w d W dfdu.dk

q dw D Tue dkk Eff du

dz dfeED dft og pullingback
function

D q
is composition

DI du
du

4 dw dudu

Cheek The pullbackof a meromorphicform
ou e'to wok under a holomorphic
map is meromorphic






































































































































Using the language of Reimann surfaces
allow us to translate the ambiguity
of the integrand fd.fr into the

ambiguityof the choice of a abort

for a well defined t form on the
Reimannawfaree R

Is this an advantage

The pointe z I look bad from the
viewpointof TEE Looks like a pale

What does it look like on thesurface
dt and dw are linearly independent
holomorphic t forma an Q2 When we

restrict them to R they are no longer

linearlyindependent What relations

dotheysatisfy






































































































































Claim an R we have w2 PC

Consider the function fqot.PH ut ou Q2

Restricted to R this function in zero
ar df O but df d PH diet

P dz zwdw

On Rue Lune zwdw P'Hdz

Plz f I zwdw zzdz
µ

wdw zdz

HE O.gg eihndIw

dIzFmk
The w vanisher

c o non zero
perfectlygood
non zeroholomorphic
1 form

In general 2Wdw P'E dz
a non zero

dw
2pTzj Ew

to non iurushing






































































































































Our originalproblem becomes a problem
of integrating a non vanishing 1 form
on R

Definitionof the integral on a rhenium

forfuel

Definitionof the exterior derivative on

a Reimann surface fudependentof choice

of chart
F is an anti derivative of 0 if DF a
Anti derivatives are well defined up
to the addition of a constant



Definition of a zero or pale an athenian
surface fd z r f is well defined

up to melt by a non zero
holomorphicfunction
The values of f are not well

defined but the orders ofzeros
or poles are well defined

If O is a non zero bed I formthem
F so that def gives a local chart

for R Collectionof such local aburto
gives an altar Overlap functionsfor
this atlus lime the form 2 us Etc

where c corresponds to the ambiguity
in the constant ofintegration
Regular attan not inverse atheo

Definethe periodmap from it e

byintegrating along loops



Ow T2 we can putthese charts together
to get a single function well defined

up to a constant

Dev I Q

action of the deck group ou II corresponds
to the period homomorphism
If the developingmap in bijective then
the inverse map is periodic

Example
dZia non zero onR

D K w 2W I

Haug Idf

ZdfthethanEahutee

f def Ez is non zero

I



2 is welldeified on

4EE.FIiaEE
Developingwarp is
untominertible

In general a meromorphic f ou I need

not be closed It will be closed when
restricted to R

Where it is non gero a Holomorphic l four
an Q2 determines a l complex dimensional
aubapuneof E

Hol I formgives a functionfrom
tangent vectors to which is complex
linear

Can use this observation to determine



thetangent space to avariety
At a bothde du pullback toforms
that vanish at p

ftp represents the pullback

ofdew to the zplane
using oneofthe coordinate
charts or G oft


